Evoluent Vertical Mouse D Series
Great fit and relaxing grip
The Evoluent D Series is the latest in the Evoluent range.
The VerticalMouse D retains all of the benefits associated with earlier Evoluent
VerticalMouse models while including design changes that offer both improved control
as well as comfort.
Relax your wrist
As with all Evoluent mice, the patented ergonomic shape supports the hand in an
upright neutral posture that eliminates forearm twisting.

The subtle changes in the D Series body contours encourage the hand to more
naturally "curve" around the mouse.
World’s first Mouse with grooved buttons
The most noticeable design improvement are the new patented vertically grooved
buttons. They provide a natural resting place for the fingertips that deliver comfort and
effectively makes the mouse an "extension" of the hand eliminating any need or desire
to "grip" the mouse. The end result is not only an enhanced degree of cursor precision
but a more relaxed hand and forearm

Adjustable laser sensor
The D Series features a laser sensor that ensures reliable tracking across most surfaces.
A single easily-accessed pointer speed button on the side facilitates convenient
adjustment without changing hand position on the mouse.
6 programmable buttons
Two thumb buttons are both within easy reach at the top and bottom of a contoured
thumb rest. Three finger operated buttons are provided, with the scroll wheel
providing a sixth button.
The 6 buttons can be assigned custom commands via the Evoluent MouseManager.

Evoluent Vertical Mouse D Series
Contoured and Textured
The contoured black portion of the body has a polyurethane coating, allowing the user
to have complete control of the mouse just by resting their hand on. A lightly textured
zone behind the buttons improves traction.

Three sizes to deliver the best fit
The Evoluent D Series is the first Evoluent range to offer three different sizes. Available
in wired and wireless the D Series is available in Small, Medium and Large.
Dimensions
Width
Depth
Height

Small
86mm
108mm
76mm

Medium
86mm
111mm
76mm

Large
89mm
115mm
83mm

Size Guide

Product Codes
Wired
VMDS
VMDM
VMDL
Wireless
VMDSW
VMDMW
VMDLW
Compatibility
Microsoft Windows® 7 or later, Apple Mac® OS X 10.5 or later.
Includes driver for Windows 7, 8 and 10 and Mac driver for configuring the buttons.
The driver is optional but highly recommended. VerticalMouse still has basic
functionality without the driver. Some functions of the Windows driver are not
available in the Mac driver.

